
QUICK TIPS 
(--THIS SECTION DOES NOT PRINT--) 

 

This PowerPoint template requires basic PowerPoint 

(version 2007 or newer) skills. Below is a list of 

commonly asked questions specific to this template.  

If you are using an older version of PowerPoint some 

template features may not work properly. 

 

Template FAQs 
 

Verifying the quality of your graphics 

Go to the VIEW menu and click on ZOOM to set your 

preferred magnification. This template is at 100% the 

size of the final poster. All text and graphics will be 

printed at 100% their size. To see what your poster will 

look like when printed, set the zoom to 100% and 

evaluate the quality of all your graphics before you 

submit your poster for printing. 

 

 

Modifying the layout 

This template has four different  

column layouts.   Right-click  

your mouse on the background  

and click on LAYOUT to see the 

 layout options.  The columns in  

the provided layouts are fixed and cannot be moved 

but advanced users can modify any layout by going to 

VIEW and then SLIDE MASTER. 

 

 

Importing text and graphics from external sources 

TEXT: Paste or type your text into a pre-existing 

placeholder or drag in a new placeholder from the left 

side of the template. Move it anywhere as needed. 

 

PHOTOS: Drag in a picture placeholder, size it first, 

click in it and insert a photo from the menu. 

 

TABLES: You can copy and paste a table from an 

external document onto this poster template. To adjust 

the way the text fits within the cells of a table that has 

been pasted, right-click on the table, click FORMAT 

SHAPE  then click on TEXT BOX and change the 

INTERNAL MARGIN values to 0.25. 

 

 

Modifying the color scheme 

To change the color scheme of this template go to the 

DESIGN menu and click on COLORS. You can choose 

from the provided color combinations or create your 

own. 

 

 

 

QUICK DESIGN GUIDE 
(--THIS SECTION DOES NOT PRINT--) 

 

This PowerPoint 2007 template produces an A0 size 

professional  poster. You can use it to create your 

research poster and save valuable time placing titles, 

subtitles, text, and graphics.  

 

We provide a series of online tutorials that will guide 

you through the poster design process and answer your 

poster production questions.  

 

To view our template tutorials, go online to 

PosterPresentations.com and click on HELP DESK. 

 

When you are ready to  print your poster, go online to 

PosterPresentations.com. 
 

Need Assistance? Call  us at 1.866.649.3004 
 

Object Placeholders 

 
Using the placeholders 

To add text, click inside a placeholder on the poster 

and type or paste your text.  To move a placeholder, 

click it once (to select it).  Place your cursor on its 

frame, and your cursor will change to this symbol     

Click once and drag it to a new location where you can 

resize it.  

 

Section Header placeholder 

Click and drag this preformatted section header 

placeholder to the poster area to add another section 

header. Use section headers to separate topics or 

concepts within your presentation.  

 

 

 

Text placeholder 

Move this preformatted text placeholder to the poster 

to add a new body of text. 

 

 

 

 

Picture placeholder 

Move this graphic placeholder onto your poster, size it 

first, and then click it to add a picture to the poster. 
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Ellipses as a cohesive device - a case study within the DFG project 
“German-English contrasts in cohesion – Towards an empirically-
based comparison (GECCo)” 
 

GECCo project context and objectives: identifying contrasts in the 

realization of cohesion  

• across languages (English vs. German) 

• across registers (different text types and communication scenarios along 

the written-spoken continuum)  

• across production types (originals vs. translated texts) 
 

Cohesive devices  

lexico-grammatical ties across texts: reference, conjunction, substitution, 

lexical cohesion, ellipsis (cf. Halliday&Hasan 1976) 

 
 

 
 

GECCo corpus: multilevel-annotated bilingual corpus (ca. 1.44 m. tokens) - 

fictional texts, political essays, instruction manuals, popular science texts, 

letters to shareholders, prepared speeches, tourism leaflets, corporate 

websites, academic lectures, interviews (+ recently compiled registers: 

talk shows, internet forums, medical consultation, sermons) 
 

written registers: sentence-aligned parallel corpus 

spoken registers: comparable corpus 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

GECCo annotation levels 

• word: word, lemma, POS 

• chunk: sentences, syntactic chunks, clauses 

• extralinguistic: register analysis, speaker information 

• cohesion: e.g. semi-automatic annotation of co-reference, conjunction, 

substitution (cf. Lapshinova-Koltunski & Kunz 2014) 
 

annotated corpus is available in XML format, can be queried with CQP (Evert, 2005), 

additional CQPweb version (https://fedora.clarin-d.uni-saarland.de/cqpweb/) 
 

 

 

ELLIPSIS AS A CASE STUDY – METHODOLOGY 
 

i) Developing systematic and fine-grained conceptualization of ellipsis as 

a cohesive device aiming at cross-linguistic applicability of annotation 

scheme categories (Menzel 2014 a/b/c) 
 

ellipsis has been described as a 'chameleon concept' as linguists have 

produced rather heterogeneous definitions so that various constructions 

and discourse phenomena have been subsumed under this category 
 

main categories of (potentially cohesive) ellipsis relevant for this study: 
 

 

 Nominal ellipsis: omission of specific element of noun phrase (head noun) 

- e.g. “There are many reasons why Britain is good for Europe. Let me 

choose just four [ ].” 
 

Verbal ellipsis: ellipsis within the verbal group (modal/auxiliary/operator 

or lexical verb, often accompanied by the omission of related elements 

such as objects) - e.g. “A little town that is often missed by travellers but 

shouldn't be [ ].“ 
 

Clausal ellipsis: omission of a part of a clause (broadest subcategory) – e.g. 

“Has he brought you presents? What kind of presents [ ]?“ 
 

Co-occurrence of nominal+verbal/clausal – e.g. “How many slices do you    

 want?” – “[ ] Two [ ].”  
 

cohesive ellipses refer endophorically to textual antecedents (ideally 

not in the same clause so that a textual link between different clauses or 

sentences is created) 

CORPUS RESOURCES 
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German/English translations 

I said, I'll tell you why.  (sluicing) ich werde Ihnen sagen, warum. 
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 Ellipses in an English-German corpus – examining a 
chameleon concept?  

* cf. Hansen-Schirra et al. 2013 / http://www.gecco.uni-saarland.de 

ii) Annotation of endophoric, text-forming ellipses (remnants) and their 

antecedents with MMAX2 based on annotation guidelines 

 

 

 

 

iii) Data extraction and interpretation 

ellipsis remnants and their antecedents are annotated with open-source  

tool MMAX2: nominal ellipsis, verbal ellipsis, clausal ellipsis, nominal+ 

verbal/clausal (mixed) 

some additional annotation categories cover other types of fragments, 

non-clausal units and omission phenomena that might look similar to ellipsis 

(e.g. anacoluthon, headlines…) but actually need different analysis 

within these categories, it can be distinguished between: 

• non-cohesive (e.g. exophoric, situational) 

• cohesive (cross-clausal reference to antecedent) 

• clause-internal 

manual annotation currently more accurate than automatic methods  

(numerous theoretical omission possibilities in different syntactic 

environments and POS tagging sometimes wrong in ellipsis environments 

due to deficient/non-standard syntax) 
 

 

 

annotations can be used to identify typical syntactic patterns of ellipsis  

contexts to improve (semi-)automatic annotation methods for certain 

types (e.g. nominal e. after adjectives, clausal e. in question-answer pairs) 

some frequency distributions:  

Fig. 1: Cohesive ellipses in 

English & German original 

texts (written: websites, 

tourism leaflets, prepared 

speeches, letters to 

shareholders, popular 

science texts, instruction 

manuals, political essays, 

fictional texts;  

spoken: interviews, 

academic lectures -  

abs. values, comparable 

size of registers: ca. 30.000 

tokens & ca. 10 texts each) 

Fig. 2: Elipsis types in GECCo subcorpora (in %)  

SOME RESULTS 
 

differences between certain registers and between written and spoken language 

greater than those between English and German in general 
 

ellipsis frequency lower in translations compared to that in originals of the same 

language  

 

Fig. 3: Originals vs. translations (abs. values) 

spoken 

written 

problematic cases that 

might require further 

discussion, e.g. borderline 

cases or ambiguous 

structures can be treated 

separately –> annotated as 

“problematic” 
 

Legend Fig. 1 & 3: 

Legend Fig. 2 
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